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ABSTRACT 
Selecting the right project is critical for an organisation's success because resources are limited. From an 
economics perspective, the loss in opportunity for an organisation in doing the wrong project is expensive. 
This investment can be used for doing the right project for achieving competitive advantage and 
implementing business strategies. As a result, there are many frameworks with techniques and tools 
available in the literature for assisting organisations in project selection and prioritisation. All techniques or 
tools have their own advantages and disadvantages and these frameworks do not fit “one for all”. The 
framework can be business specific; therefore it is necessary to understand what the targeted industry 
considers as the “best practice”.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Tait Ltd is a global leader in designing, delivering and managing innovative communication solutions that 
help utilities and public safety organisations to keep the lights on and communities safe.  
Now the business is facing the problem where there are too many project opportunities, much more than 
their capacity permits. Because the resources are limited, selecting the right project that implements the 
corporate strategy while providing maximum revenue delivery is crucial. 
Rather than selecting projects individually, there is a need to look at a group of projects, referred as 
Portfolio Management.  
The aim of this project is to assist with the capability development of Tait’s Project Management Office who 
oversees the operation of Portfolio Management. The development requires the implementation of a formal 
process that provides guidelines, techniques, and tools to assist decision makers in making rational 
decisions for project selection and prioritisation 
Industry Best Practice 
The following has been identified as requirements that must be met when selecting projects in order to 
achieve the optimal portfolio:  
 Alignment with corporate strategy to ensure that the final portfolio of projects is strategically aligned 
and accurately reflects the business’s strategy 
 Maximising the value of the portfolio to make sure the projects are profitable to support the day to 
day operation of the business and fulfil its obligations to the customers, community, and employees 
 Balancing the portfolio to achieve a desired balance of projects in terms of a number of parameters 
such as risk versus benefits, long term project versus short term projects, technology, and market 
Identified Knowledge Gaps 
Knowledge Gap analysis has identified that Tait has a well-established framework for its project and product 
development. There is a strong business case development, and project financial analysis. However a 
single source of financial analysis is inadequate for portfolio value maximisation. There are no formal 
guidelines for assisting decision makers in making rational decisions on the selection and prioritisation of 
projects.  
Through comparison with industry “best practices”, the following has been identified as the high level 
knowledge gaps that must be closed in order to achieve the optimal portfolio: 
 Project strategic alignment with business strategy 
 Maximising the portfolio value 
 Balancing the portfolio 
 Strategic resource allocation using buckets 
 Measuring the cost of delay 
Closed Knowledge Gaps 
Three different costs of delay models (different in maturity and complexity) were implemented for project 
prioritisation. The first model compared the project by: 
 User value - the potential value of the project in the eyes of the user (customer) 
 Time value - how the user’s value decays over time 
 Risk reduction or opportunity enablement – increase in risk or opportunity based on the delay 
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The second model emphasises on measuring the cost of delay by estimating the potential loss in sales 
revenue.  
The third model is highly complex; it integrates the cost of delay model with the financial return on 
investment (ROI) model. This allows other associated costs such as staffing and manufacturing to be 
measured and takes into consideration of the time value of money. 
A project scoring model has been implemented for project selection or prioritisation used at project decision 
making points. The criteria in this model were developed specifically for Tait’s environment to ensure for 
project strategic alignment and portfolio maximisation. The criteria are: 
 Strategic Alignment and growth 
 Problem & Value Delivery 
 Customer Intimacy 
 Addressable Market Attractiveness 
 Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
 Competitive Advantage 
 Leverages Core Competency 
 Technical Feasibility 
 Financial Benefits 
 Business Opportunity Enablement 
Conclusions  
The implemented project scoring and cost of delay model combined with the existing business case and 
finical return on investment model addresses the challenge of maximising the portfolio value.  
The scoring models have criteria extracted from the current business strategy. However, the challenge of 
project strategic alignment has not been entirely addressed.  
Tait’s greatest weakness is in portfolio balancing because currently there is little to no knowledge about how 
to go about balancing the portfolio.  
At the end of the day, these goals are not easy to achieve and fundamentally they are related to the 
business strategy. Maximising the value of the portfolio is meaningless unless the value is measured in 
terms of the company’s goal and these goals should contribute towards the implementation of the strategy. 
Strategy needs to define what the ideal balance of the portfolio should be, so the portfolio mix also needs to 
align with strategy, else the task becomes meaningless. 
Recommendations  
The following are recommendations offered to Tait if they wish to continue (in order of priority) the progress 
of the proposal in order to close the remaining knowledge gaps identified to drive for optimal portfolio 
performance: 
 Establish strategic buckets  
 Improve the current scoring model  
 Balance the portfolio 
 Improve the cost of delay model  
 Improve the portfolio process flow  
Table below is a summary of all the recommendations made for Tait if they wish to continue the progress of 
the proposal. 
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For every priority change, the resource allocation plan also needs to 
be redone. Impact analysis would be required, and this requires 






Some of the current drivers are not applicable for certain types of 
projects. For example, one should not ask what the competitive 
advantage is for a maintenance release project because it enhances 
features (usually for catching up to the competitors).  
In the current Project Life Cycle Framework, depending on the stage 
of the project, the SMT has different considerations or focuses on 
different information. 
PMO 
3 Balance the portfolio 
Managing risk in the project portfolio is treated like a financial 




Improve the cost of 
delay model 
Improve the cost of delay model to understand the relationship 






Hidden queues are the biggest enemy in product development 
because they are often poorly managed, and they have the potential 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Industry Background 
Professional mobile radios are field radio communications systems which use portable, mobile, base station 
and dispatch console radios (Cassidian, 2012). The major usage of these radios can be found in the public 
safety, utilities, transport, oil and gas, mining, government, and national security sectors. Organisations in 
the radio communications industry have designed open standards for dedicated usage in this sector, for 
example:  
 Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) 
 Project 25 (P25 or APCO-25) 
 Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) 
 Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (MPT-1327 or MPT-IP)  
The organisations who are actively involved in the development of these standards are Motorola Solution, 
Harris Corporation, Tait Communications, E.F. Johnson Company, Raytheon, HYT and Selex. At the same 
time, these organisations are also the major competitors within the radio communications industry. Currently 
Motorola holds 70% of global market share, whereas the other players own the remaining 30%. 
Open standard is critical in the radios communications industry because customers’ wants to have the 
flexibility in deploying equipment purchased from several different vendors. This allows customers to enable 
system optimisation while meeting their unique requirements. They do not want to be locked into a long-
term dependency on the vendor’s proprietary roadmap. As a result, these competitors are actively 
contributing towards the development of these standards. 
Often the adoption of these new standards or platforms may be slow due to budgets such as requesting for 
government grants, political positioning and most of all regulations. 
Regulatory compliance can be considered as the most important critical success factor in the radio 
communications industry. The growth in demand for wireless connectivity has increased demands on radio 
spectrum around the world. Governments or regulatory bodies around the world are beginning to put 
pressure on radio communication providers to improve their radio systems spectral efficiency. No 
compliance means no licensing, so the consequences are severe. 
1.2 Company Background 
Tait Ltd trading as Tait Communications is a global leader in designing, delivering and managing innovative 
communication solutions that help utilities and public safety organisations to keep the lights on and 
communities safe (Tait Communications, 2013).  
The company was founded in 1969 by Sir Angus Tait, who was well-known as an electronics fanatic and a 
brilliant businessman. The company has moved its original focus from providing radio frequency (RF) 
electronics to selling radio communication products and now providing communication solutions since it's 
inception. The company’s ambition for transitioning from selling products to solutions by focusing on 
providing several forms of communication solutions is evidential. This was reflected by the recent change in 
branding, in 2011 Tait Radio Communications rebranded to Tait Communications. 
Now growing rapidly, Tait has opened facilities in Houston (USA), Huntingdon (UK), Brisbane and 
Melbourne (Australia), Vienna (Austria) and Beijing (China). The business concentrates on the P25 and 
DMR platforms with a strong focus on providing design, deployment and supporting services for its 
customers.  
In 2012 Tait Ltd was rated by Technology Investment Network as the top 4 New Zealand Hi-Tech company, 
based on annual revenue (TIN, 2012).  
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1.3 Project Background & Underlying Need 
Tait is now facing the problem where there are too many project opportunities, much more than their 
resource and the capacity permits. Therefore selecting the right project becomes critical to the success of 
the business. The definition of the right project may differ between industries, from Tait’s perspective it is 
considered as one which implements the corporate strategy while providing maximum revenue delivery for 
the business.  
From an economics perspective, the loss in opportunity (cost) for the organisation in implementing the 
wrong project is expensive because this investment could have been used for implementing the right project 
for achieving competitive advantage and corporate strategies.  
Based on this economic principle the question raises how one shall select the right project in the 
organisation. The industry’s response is that rather than selecting projects individually, there is a need to 
look at a selection of projects (referred as a Portfolio) instead. This supports the study of Project Portfolio 
Management which is about “doing the right projects”, whereas Project Management is about “doing 
projects right” (Stage-Gate International, 2012). 
According to the Project Management Institution: 
“A portfolio is a collection of projects or programs and other work that is group together to facilitate 
effective management of that work to meet strategic business objectives” (PMI, 2004). 
Tait’s recent establishment of the Project Management Office (PMO) is an effort for solving the problem. 
The role for this PMO is to oversee the operation of portfolio management, define and maintain standards 
for project management.  
This PMO is also participating in strategic project management as a facilitator and actively as the owner of 
the Portfolio Management system. This includes monitoring and reporting current projects and progress to 
the Senior Management Team (SMT) for strategic decisions on what projects should be started, continued 
or cancelled.  
However, establishing the PMO is a long term strategy, it is not a process which could be achieved in a 
short time. This establishment can be viewed as a strategic driver for organisational excellence and seeking 
to improve the practices of execution management, organisational governance, and strategic change 
management (P3M3, 2006). A high maturity PMO would provide: 
 A structure for selecting the most notable projects 
 A system and process for recognising avoiding the implementation of "wrong" projects  
 Reduction in wasteful spending, by placing resources where they matter most 
 Improvement for project mix and portfolio quality 
 Linkage between the portfolio decisions to the organisation’s strategic goals  
 Guidelines for making rational decisions 
As a result, the key underlying need for this project comes from the need that the current PMO requires the 
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1.4 Project Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this project is to address the problem of project selection and prioritisation in the project portfolio 
to achieve a successful implementation of corporate strategy while maximising revenue delivery. The aim 
constituted of four objectives: 
a) To better understand how the project portfolio selection and prioritisation works and identify what 
the industry considers as “best practice” 
b) To understand Tait’s current PMO operation process and then compare with industry “best practice” 
to identify the knowledge gaps 
c) To close the identified knowledge gaps by proposing and implementing an adapted framework or 
process to address the problem of project selection and prioritisation  
d) To make recommendations and suggestions on how to achieve the next level of maturity 
1.5 Research Scope 
Portfolio Management is a broad topic, for the duration of this thesis only project selection and prioritisation 
shall be discussed and investigated. Topics such as competitors, market analysis, technology, innovation 
and risk are expected to be covered but only in the context of project selection. Other topics such as 
resource management, capacity management, and demand management will not be discussed. Tasks 
requiring the implementation of strategy from a high level shall not be implemented but rather to be included 
in a recommendation plan. 
1.6 Benefit for Tait Communications 
Background research has demonstrated that PMO is fast becoming an organisational fixture that provides 
significant value to the business. For PMO’s at the top of their game not only are they impacting the project 
management performances, but also boosting organisational performance as a whole as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Key Performance Indicators of a PMO (PM Solution Research, 2012) 
New Product Line A New Product Line B 
Decrease in failed projects  30% 
Projects delivered under budget 25% 
Improvement in productivity 22% 
Increase in customer satisfaction 31% 
Projects delivered ahead of schedule 19% 
Improvement in projects aligned with objectives 39% 
Cost savings per project (% of total project cost) 15% 
Cost saving per project $411,000 USD 
 
This project contributes directly to the capability development of Tait’s PMO by implementing a formal 
process that provides guidelines, techniques, and tools to assist decision makers in making rational 
decisions during the project selection and prioritisation process. As a result, the benefits for Tait are to 
become one step closer towards the next level of maturity in the PMO while boosting organisational 
performance as a whole. 
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2. IDENTIFYING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE1 
Literature research has been undertaken in the topic of project portfolio management in order to identify 
what the industry considers as “best practice”. The following are the identified requirements that must be 
met when selecting projects in order to achieve the optimal portfolio:  
 Alignment with corporate strategy 
 Maximising the portfolio value 
 Balancing the portfolio 
2.1 Project Strategic Alignment 
The main focus of project strategic alignment is to ensure that the final portfolio of projects is strategically 
aligned and accurately reflects the business’s strategy. This is critical because strategy is implemented by 
projects, so if projects are not aligned with strategy they will not contribute to the implementation of the 
strategy.  
2.1.1 Product & Technology Road Map 
Project strategic alignment requires the business to have first established a clear vision, goals, and strategy 
for both long and short term based on the competitive landscape and market dynamics. 
Based on this strategy, new product initiatives, platform developments, and technology roadmaps can then 
be defined. The goal of these roadmaps is to link the business’s strategy and market data with the product 
and technology decisions. During the road mapping process, it is common that they help in revealing gaps 
in the product and technology market. It is necessary to implement roadmaps because they (The Albright 
Strategy Group, 2011): 
 Help to communicate the business technology, product plans, and the direction the product lines to 
the development team, corporate management, customers, and suppliers 
 Help the development team in making sure the technologies and capabilities will be ready in time to 
support the implementation of the business strategy 
 Help the team better explain to the customers and suppliers about the direction of the business, in 
return the customers and suppliers can then use this information for their own planning process, 
essentially it becomes a framework for partnership and direction setting 
 Allow for strategic use of technology across several product lines by sharing of roadmaps, this finds 
common needs and capabilities that can be leveraged 
2.1.2 Strategic Bucket 
After the product and technology roadmaps are established, the SMT can then make a forced split of 
resources across different dimensions (e.g., by product line, technology, market or project type) as shown in 
Table 2 (Chao & Kavadias, 2008).  
Table 2: Strategic Bucket Example 
New Product Line A 
Target Spend: $8M 
New Product Line B 
Target Spend: $18.5M 
Maintenance A & B 
Target Spend: $2.5M 
Cost Reduction 
Target Spend $5M 
Project A 4.1 Project B 2.2 Project C 1.2 Project D 1.9 
Project E 2.1 Project F 4.5 Project G 0.8 Project H 2.4 
Project I 1.7 Project J 2.3 Project K 0.7 Project L 0.7 
Project M 0.5 Gap = 9.5 Project N 1.5 Project O 1.4 
                                                     
1
 Refer to Appendix A: Portfolio Management Literature Research 
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From these splits are created buckets, and then projects can then be shorted listed into the appropriate 
buckets (category) and then rank-ordered within the buckets until the spending limit is reached for each 
bucket. This allows decision makers to compare apples with apples because it is difficult to compare a 
business sustaining project against an innovation project. One project produces the funds to keep the 
business running whereas the other drives for competitive advantage in order to achieve strategic goals to 
implement a business strategy. 
2.1.3 Selection Process 
From a top-down approach to project strategic alignment, once strategic buckets have been allocated the 
final step would be to look at which projects are required to be undertaken in order to implement the 
established strategy. Projects selected from this method could be considered as strategic. However many 
projects begin with some form of new product or project proposal driven by opportunities bubbling up from 
anywhere in the organisation or by market demand. From a bottom-up approach, a project selection 
process is required to filter these opportunities ensuring they are relevant to the business’s core 
competency. The best method is to build strategic drivers or criteria’s into the decision making process. This 
makes sure that projects will be strategically aligned with the business strategy. 
2.2 Maximise Portfolio Value 
Maximising portfolio value is just as vital as ensuring project strategic alignment. If the undertaken projects 
are not profitable, then there would be no funds to support the day to day business operations. Also, 
resources are limited in all organisations; hence utilising resources efficiently is fundamental. 
2.2.1 Discounted Cash Flow Analysis 
Discounted Cash Flow analysis is a financial process for valuing a project, or asset using the time value of 
money (Kruschwitz & Loeffler, 2005). Most organisations now use some form of an economic model to 
handle project evaluation like a financial investment decision. This process involves the computation of 
payback period, break-even, return on investment and discounted cash flow (DCF). The combination of 
return on investment (ROI), net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) are common 
approaches used by a majority of organisations for profit maximisation (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 
2002). 
2.2.2 Scoring Model 
The definition of value (business value) covers a broad field. It is beyond economic measures (e.g. financial 
profit) to include other forms of value such as employee value, customer value, supplier value, channel 
partner value, alliance partner value, and managerial value (Sward, 2006). Many of these forms of value are 
intangible that cannot be measured in monetary terms, literature study suggests measuring and managing 
these forms of value through the use of a balanced scorecard methodology as shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: Scoring Model 
 Rating Scale  
Key Items 0 4 7 10 Rating 
Competitive Advantage      
Financial Benefits      
………….      
Projects are rated based on a list of criteria typically on 1-5 or 0-10 scales with anchor phrases. These 
criteria are usually carefully throughout and designed to meet the organisation’s business objective and 
value. A project attractiveness score can be calculated by summing across scores for all criteria.  
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2.2.3 Cost of Delay 
The Cost of delay is a cost associated with delaying work or milestone which may result in delayed or loss 
of benefits. In many recent studies on Lean and Agile product development, the concept of cost of delay 
has been discussed in the context of feature prioritisation (Leffingwell, 2011).  
Consider the example shown in Figure 1, for three different customer feature requirements the cost of 






























Figure 1: Cost of Delay Prioritisation Example  (Leffingwell, 2011) 
Based on a weighted shortest job approach doing the highest weighting first would incur the smallest 
amount of delay cost. Obviously this is under the assumption where there is only sufficient resource to do 
one feature after another. This same concept can be applied to prioritising projects (rather than features). 
2.3 Balancing the Portfolio 
Like financial investment, the project portfolio also requires balancing. The balancing criteria are usually set 
by the SMT in order to align with business strategy. The typical goals are to balance risk versus return, long 
versus short term benefits, time-to-completion, competitive impact and others. Most literature has identified 
that it is difficult to achieve a balanced project portfolio because: 
 Projects have conflicts in objectives both tangible and intangible so it is difficult to compare 
 There are uncertainties associated with project parameters, costs, risk, and resourcing issues 
 Some projects are highly inter-independent so comparison of a single project by project becomes 
impossible 
2.3.1 Portfolio Map 
Portfolio balancing is extremely subjective and is reliant on 
the business strategy. There were not many examples to 
study from in the literature, due to the nature of the topic. 
However the most common approach to balancing the 
portfolio discussed in the literature has been using bubble 
diagrams to make portfolio maps. Most industry uses a Risk-
Reward bubble diagram for project mapping primarily based 
on the concepts of BCG matrix as shown in Figure 2.  
 These portfolio maps help to turn a long list of excel project 
entries into a visual diagram. This helps decision makers in 
better understanding the complicated situation. Table 4 below 
shows other variants of portfolio mapping that are commonly 
used by most organisations. 
 
 
Figure 2: Risk versus Reward Portfolio Map (Robert, 2001) 
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Table 4: Portfolio Mapping Diagrams (Cooper & Edgett, 2005) 
Rank Type of Chart Axis #1 By Axis #2 % 
1 Risk Vs. Reward 
Reward: NPV, IRR, 
benefits after years of 
launch; market value 
by 
Probability of Success 
(technical, commercial) 
44.4 
2 Newness Technical Newness by Market Newness 11.1 
3 Ease Vs. Attractiveness Technical Feasibility by 
Market Attractiveness (growth 




Our Strengths Vs. 
Project Attractiveness 
Competitive Position 
(our relative strengths) 
by 
Project Attractiveness (market 
growth, technical maturity, 
years to implementation) 
11.1 
5 Cost Vs. Timing Cost to Implement by Time to Impact 9.7 
6 Strategic Vs. Benefits Strategic Focus or Fit by 
Business intent, NPV, financial 
fit, attractiveness 
8.9 




2.4 Framework for Product Development 
A systemic approach is needed to address the above requirements to ensure for the successful selection of 
the right project portfolio(s). This can be addressed by using the Stage-Gate framework which is an industry 
standard for managing new product development. Many companies’ project or product development follows 
similarly to this development cycle with some modification to include their own signature process. The 
concept is that projects or products should go through multiple stages in the development life cycle as 
shown in Figure 3 below (Stage-Gate International, 2012). 
Gate 1 Stage 1 Gate 2 Gate 3 Gate 4 Gate 5Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5













Figure 3: Stage Gate Framework (Stage-Gate International, 2012) 
The objective of each stage should be different, and between stages there are gates where various tools 
and techniques described previous are used to analysis the project. Based on the results of the analysis the 
SMT would make the following decisions: 
 Go – continue with the project, move to the next stage 
 Kill – decision to terminate the project, as it does not meet organization requirement. 
Fundamentally the project selection and prioritisation is a strategic planning process. In order to achieve 
the optimal project portfolio, this would require the SMT’s and executive boards input to establish 
business strategies. By road mapping, technology initiatives can be integrated to the business strategy 
to match the technology push to the market pull.  
Based on the product and technology roadmaps, strategic buckets can be implemented to make a 
forced split of resources across different products and technologies. 
This gives strategic direction to portfolio managers on what the ideal balance of the portfolio should be 
rather than attempting to balance without a direction. 
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3. IDENTIFY THE KNOWLEDGE GAPS2 
The objective of knowledge gap identification is to understand Tait’s current PMO process, by comparing 
with the identified industry “best practice” studied in the literature research. This will assist with discovering 
what knowledge gaps exists that differentiates Tait between the identified industry “best practice”.  
3.1 Business Strategy3 
Tait’s vision is to be a leading global company in the design, delivery and management of critical 
communication solutions for safe and resilient communities with a commitment to listen, courage to act and 
integrity to deliver what the business promises. 
Its strategic bet is to invest in the design and manufacture of narrow band digital platforms (specifically P25 
core network, Phase 2 and DMR) as foundations for the provision of a broader range of services and 
applications (e.g. Situational management and distribution automation) including those provided by 
broadband or third parties.  
Its 2015 aspirational goal is to become top 3 for all defined and targeted market segments, enter or create 
new markets in public safety and utilities, deliver on the customer’s business case and fulfil the growth 
destiny. 
3.2 Product & Technology Roadmap 
The business’s core technology platforms are P25 and DMR, and within each technology there is the same 
product range: portable radio, mobile radio, base stations, core network, and managed service. As a result, 
product and technology road maps are embedded because the products are technology dependent. 
Beyond projects that deliver a product or solution, there are other types of projects with roadmaps such as: 
 Band roll outs which add capability for the radio to operate under defined frequency bands 
 Maintenance releases where products have been released into the market but require regular 
maintenance  and  delivery of minor enhancements for the customers 
These road maps somewhat represents a breakdown of the business strategy in the context of technology, 
but there is no alignment or link to market dynamics.  
3.3 Strategic Bucket 
Currently Tait have buckets defined in the portfolio with a focus on the Engineering and Supply Chain 
department for resource and investment tracking. Figure 4 below describes the bucket structure. 
Unfortunately, there is no fixed allocation of resource or target spending for these buckets. 
Portfolio  Core Investment  Strategic Alignment  Market vs. Customer 
Projects  New Platform  End User Device  Market Offering 
  New Product/Services/Software  Network  Customer Specific 
  Extension  Software/Application  Internal 
    Service   
    Multi   
Figure 4: Portfolio Bucket Structure 
                                                     
2
 Refer to Appendix B: Knowledge Brief A3’s 
3
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3.4 Project Life Cycle Framework 
Tait’s current project lifecycle framework consists of five stages and gates as shown in Figure 5. The 
framework is relatively similar to the “Stage Gate” product development framework. The goal is from start a 
project to the decision to invest, a business case with financial ROI model should have been completed for 
assessment.
 
Figure 5: Project Lifecycle Framework (Tait Communications, 2012) 
3.4.1 Decision Making at Gates 
At each stage, the decision makers are required to make the Go/Kill decision based on the current 
knowledge of the project. Currently the formal documents used to support the decisions are the single sided 
Project A3 documents. This document requires the champions to answer questions such as a customer and 
market story, the defined target market, strategic alignment and the current market conditions. 
The decision makers will make decisions based on their knowledge about the technology, market, and this 
Project A3. Currently the decision makers for each gate are different, they are: 
 Decide to Start a Project – Chief Marketing Officer and Chief Technology Officer 
 Decision to Investigate – Chief Marking Officer 
 Decision to Invest – Chief Executive Officer 
 Decide Final Solution – Champions 
 Decide to Close Project – Portfolio Manager 
When a project is started, a review of the portfolio for reprioritisation is required in order to allocate resource 
based on priority. Currently there is no formal process for prioritising these projects, or consideration of 
portfolio balance and the decision is often based on gut feeling. 
Tait has a well-established framework for the project and product development. However, at the gates 
there are no formal guidelines for assisting decision makers to make rational decisions.  
The product and technology roadmap need to better align with the business strategy and market 
dynamics. A review of the portfolio bucket definition is required and to reconsider the need of having 
fixed resource allocation based on buckets.  
Project strategic alignment and ensuring portfolio value are maximised are critical knowledge gaps which 
must be closed. Product and technology road map, implementation of strategic bucket, and portfolio 
balance are also existing knowledge gaps. Unfortunately, the implementation of these tasks are beyond 
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4. CLOSE THE KNOWLEDGE GAPS4 
After the knowledge gaps have been identified, the final objective is to analyse and implement the 
necessary change in order to fulfil the gaps between the current state process and the desired process 
identified from the literature research. 
4.1 Measuring Cost of Delay5 
Cost of delay (CoD) is a good measure when prioritising projects, it allows the decision makers to 
understand the impact of late project delivery. Typically the greatest cost in late delivery is the loss of 
potential sales in revenue. One could make the assumption that the greater the cost of delay the more 
profitable the project is most likely to be. Although there have been many discussions around prioritisation 
using cost of delay, none of the studied literature demonstrates or explains how to go about measuring the 
cost of delay with acceptable accuracy. 
4.1.1 Low Maturity  
This implemented model was designed by Dean Leffingwell. It is a straightforward model which can be 
completed in a relatively short time, and it stimulates discussions for cost of delay within the organisation. 
The model suggests when comparing by the same product/project type, the cost of delay can be estimated 
by: 
 User value - the potential value of the project in the eyes of the user 
 Time Value - how the user value decays over time 
 Risk reduction or opportunity enablement – increase in risk or opportunity based on the delay 
Table 5: Weighted Shortest Job First (WSJF) Project Prioritisation Example 
 
Cost of Delay 
Effort WSJF 
 
User Time Risk Red. Total 
Project A 4 9 8 21 4 5.3 
Project B 8 4 3 15 6 2.5 
Project C 6 6 6 18 5 3.6 
4.1.2 Medium Maturity  
Many products provide higher value when they are delivered early and differentiated in the market and 
provide lower value as the product becomes commoditised. As a result, the emphasis on measuring the 
cost of delay should be concentrated on the effect on sales. The simplest method is to use the product 
revenue life cycle to simulate the effects on delayed time to market. Consider two products: monopoly-like 
product and competitive product, Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate the effect of late time to market. 
                                                     
4
 Refer to Appendix B: Knowledge Brief A3’s 
5
 Refer to Appendix C: Project Cost of Delay Models 
 
Figure 6:Monopoly-like product 
 
Figure 7: Competitive Product 
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For monopoly like products (e.g., Microsoft Office) the product life cycle is long, a delay time to market will 
only affect the initial sales but has no effect to the peck sales. For competitive products (mobile phones), the 
product life cycle would compress with reduced peak hence launching the product within the targeted 
market window is critical. This demonstrates the need for reducing cycle time (time to market). 
A cost of delay model has been implemented
6
 as shown in Figure 8 below and it makes the assumptions 
that: 
 A delay time to market would compress the product life cycle shape with a reducing peak 
 The market window period is defined by the revenue penalty: P 
 The revenue penalty is the minimum number of month (1/P) that the product can still launch (with a 
delay) until the project produces zero revenue.  
 Product Operating Margin is the "Free Cash Flow/Revenue" for the product which should vary every 
year based on actual spending, but in this model it uses a forecast average. 
 There is no consideration of the time value of money or financial risks 
 Investment required to develop the product is all the pre-launched capital and expenses summed 
 The model divides this investment over the product life cycle duration in years to calculate the NPV 
 Additional staffing and manufacturing costs is marginal when compared to sales revenue.  
 
Figure 8: Cost of Delay Based On Product Revenue Life Cycle 
4.1.3 High Maturity  
The models discussed previously do not take into considerations of other associated costs such as: 
 Impact on brand – the user’s and other business partners perception of Tait 
 Market Share – impact on Tait’s strategy of becoming top 3 in the defined targeted market segment 
 Competitiveness – if being first to market is crucial, then the “first in position” may have been lost 
 Contractual Penalty – penalty for non-fulfilment of legal obligations (customer orders) 
 Staffing Cost – may incur extra staffing costs such as development, admin, support, and overtime 
 Manufacturing Cost – cost for overtime or any other unexpected machine operation 
 Context Switching Cost – when a project is delayed for resource reallocation purpose, there is a 
context switching cost in the developers for shifting mind set 
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Some of these costs are intangible which should be answered through the use of a scoring model, whereas 
the tangible financial cost can be calculated through the ROI models. In order to address these financial 
costs, the cost of delay calculation needs to be integrated with the ROI models. This is because these costs 
are embedded within the ROI model as part of the discounted cash flow analysis.  
Further analysis is implemented for portfolio value optimisation based on resource allocation and 
productivity. The model looks at a portfolio of projects, given a resource constraint (FTE) and the calculated 
productivity index the model attempts to maximise the portfolio value by running test scenarios. The model 
begins with the portfolio base line and slowly alters the allocated resource for these projects. This change in 
resource allocation would be feed into each ROI/COD model where the cost of delay is calculated, followed 
by adjustment on the cash flow resulting in a newly adjusted NPV (based on a delay or early release). The 
adjusted NPV is then fed back into the portfolio analysis; this is repeated for a specified number of iteration, 
and upon complete it shall present a recommended resource allocation that best achieves the optimal 
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Figure 9: Cost of delay High Maturity 
At the request to invest stage, all projects must have a financial ROI model attached to the business case. 
This new process will force the cost of delay to be measured for all projects currently in development so it 
can be used for prioritisation. The tool can also be used to calculate what the optimal portfolio is, and 
comparison to the original baseline to give the SMT an indication of the portfolio impact for adding a new 
project.  
Cost of delay has been demonstrated to be useful in many contexts such as prioritisation, impact 
assessment, and helps better understand the opportunity costs. However the main challenge is in 
calculating or measuring the actual cost of delay.  
It must be taken into mind that the ROI model is not perfect, the cash flow is based on sales forecast, there 
is as much uncertainty in these forecasts as there are to cost of delay estimates. One should avoid 
spending too much time on calculating the cost of delay. Over investment in calculating the cost of delay 
could lead to too much overhead and those implementing the model may become bias.  
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4.2 Project Selection & Prioritisation7 
In the new framework, every product concept is required to be assessed by the implemented scoring model 
attached in Appendix D. The key drivers in this scoring model were developed specifically for Tait’s 
environment. Many drivers were extracted from Tait’s business “strategy synopsis” to ensure for project 
strategic alignment. Below are justifications behind why the drivers were chosen. Depending on the stage of 
the project these drivers can be used for a basic screening process, answering yes or no at start a project, 
or they can be used for ranking from 0-10 at the decision to investigate and invest gates. The weighting of 
each driver should be assumed as equal, in order to avoid arguments around the weighting of the drivers. 
4.2.1 Strategic Alignment & Growth 
A proposed product may have a valid market, feasible concept, competitive, and is profitable, but it may still 
make no strategic sense to offer this product. There is a need to consider if the product is strategically 
aligned with the business goal, and how does the product fit on the product and technology roadmap. Will 
the product enhance the company’s capability, will it have positive or negative impact on brand, will it 
cannibalise or improve sales of existing products and most of all will senior management support it.   
4.2.2 Problem & Value Delivery 
A real product or solution should solve real problems for customers by delivering true value. True value 
delivery exists when the solution addresses a real need or pain, reduces costs, generates revenue or 
improves capability or performance for the customer. A real problem is one where the customer is 
constantly struggling with that keeps them awake at night, or is expected to become a real problem in the 
future. The product or solution should have a clear concept, can solve the problem better than the available 
alternatives, and shall be proven to be technically feasible. 
4.2.3 Customer Intimacy 
Developing customer intimacy is part of Tait’s strategy towards becoming a global leading communications 
solutions provider. This involves having a deep insight in the customers’ business with collaboration as a 
supplier to become accepted and known as a regular business partner. Customer intimacy produces a 
virtuous circle, the better the supplier understands its customers the better it can provide the optimal 
solution. 
Adapting the supplier's product or service towards the customers’ needs will make the customer happier; in 
return this strengthens the "intimacy" between the two parties. Insight into the customers’ business is 
beyond just knowing what they desire, rather speaking closely with the customers, understanding their 
business strategy, product and technology roadmaps, then see how Tait can cater to help them in 
implementing their strategy. 
Lastly it is crucial to identify the real customer, they are the ones who have problem to solve, the money or 
budget to solve the problem, and are willing or authorised to spend that money.  
4.2.4 Addressable Market Attractiveness 
A market opportunity is real only when the market is large enough to be worth pursuing, and customers are 
willing to buy the product. It is crucial to identify where the proposed solution fits in the business strategy in 
terms of the targeted market, and segment. There needs to be considerations on: 
 How relevant the company’s brand is to the intended market 
 What is the size of the addressable target market 
                                                     
7
 Refer to Appendix D: Project Scoring Model 
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 What is the market window this project needs to hit 
It is dangerous to venture into a market where the product may provide distinctive value, but there are not 
enough potential buyers to warrant the development of the product.  
4.2.5 Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
It is necessary to consider the technology adoption lifecycle model shown in Figure 10 because it describes 
the adoption or acceptance of the product or technology according to the targeted adopter groups (the 
customers).  
 
Figure 10: Technology Adoption Life Cycle - Crossing the Chasm (Moore, 1991) 
The process of the adoption follows similarly to the classic normal distribution bell curve. The model 
suggests that at different maturity of the technology or over the life cycle of the technology, there will be 
different levels of sales based on the willingness of the different demographic people in making the 
purchase.  
The demographic and psychological profile of each adoption group described above is different, and they 
also think differently. From Tait's sales perspective, the ideal position would be to sit between early 
adopters and early majority (right after the technology has crossed the chasm). Typically in the radio 
communication industry most customers do not want to test new products or technologies. Launching after 
the technology has crossed the chasm would still allow the business to capture the majority of the market 
share (which translates to sales). 
4.2.6 Competitive Advantage 
A successful product should be competitive in the sense that innovation in the solution or the way it is 
offered will differentiate the business from its competitors. Ideally the solution shall be something highly 
desirable that competitors do not (and will find it hard to offer). 
However the greater the opportunity the more likely the competitors are eyeing on the product. For markets 
that are already established, incumbents will defend their position by copying or leapfrogging any 
innovations. It is critical to understand the competitive environment of the product, how would the customer 
perceive the business in terms of branding, does Tait’s brand allow for this offering. Lastly can the 
advantage be sustained through intellectual property, or trade secrets? 
A “me too” product that customers cannot distinguish from competitors will usually require competition on 
price. This is not a model for building category leadership, but simply keeping the business running. 
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4.2.7 Leverages Core Competency 
It is important to understand if the product can leverage the business’s core competency; this is in the 
context of technology related to the company. If the answer is yes, the product is most likely easier to 
implement compare to an answer no. More importantly when the answer is a no, it may be an indication that 
the project needs careful consideration to ensure the business is not moving away from its core competency 
or at the same time it may be an opportunity for  potential expand or diversification (within focus). 
4.2.8 Technical Feasibility 
The product may be great, but it is important to understand if it is technically feasible to produce and 
manufacture. From the decision to start a project to the decision to invest it is important that critical 
knowledge gaps are identified and closed as much as possible. This is also a translation to project technical 
risk, the more gaps there are unfilled, the higher the technical risk exists in the project. 
4.2.9 Financial Benefits 
The project is only worth doing if there are strategic value and financial benefits for the company. It is 
important to consider if the solution will be profitable with an acceptable risk. The key metrics for financial 
benefits are NPV, IRR, and payback period. 
4.2.10 Business Opportunity Enablement 
In the radio communications industry, sometimes by offering some small enchantments, this may allow Tait 
to enter into new markets or address new customers. Identifying the compelling reason for Tait to go ahead 
with the proposed project is important, one of the considerations should be to see if this project or product 
allows Tait to access new customers that were impossible before. 
As a communications solutions provider, it is important to provide several forms of radio communication in 
order to expand the business opportunities. For example, expectations today are beginning to go beyond 
the basic voice and data. Customers are beginning to see how intelligent applications could make a 
difference in increasing their productivity. It is opportunities like this that could help Tait capture new 
customers. Being first to these markets would give Tait great business opportunities to capture new 
customers. 
The scoring model was put into the test, eight projects were selected, and the project managers were 
asked to fill out the scoring model in order to rate their project. The value of doing this task was not only 
to gather the final project ranking but to sell this tool and get feedbacks on its potential usage or 
improvements.  
Throughout this process, the scoring model has gone through many revisions of refinement, one of the 
major feedback had been that not all the drivers are weighted equally.  
Factors such as customer intimacy are really important to Tait. As a solutions provider not only does the 
business need to have a deep customer domain understanding, but also need to be aware of any active 
influence related to the customer’s industry environment.   
As Tait currently holds 2% of market share, in order to capture more market share Tait would need to 
offer innovative solutions that other competitors cannot. This raises the concern that competitive 
advantage should have a lot higher weighting and at the same time there needs to be a consideration of 
competitor’s reactions. 
One major concern is that if a project is not strategically aligned to the business there is no point in even 
rating the project. However, some argue that it is still worth measuring in order to demonstrate that it is 
not strategically align and explain the justification behind doing the project. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Selecting the right project to undertake has been proven to be extremely challenging, this requires 
consideration of the internal capabilities and the external possibilities. Most organisations face this common 
problem where there is way more project opportunities than the capacity permits. Efficient use of resources 
(internal capability) and selecting the right project (external possibilities) becomes crucial. 
Throughout this research, the following has been identified as requirements for achieving the optimal 
portfolio: 
 Portfolio value maximisation 
 Project strategic align with business strategy 
 Portfolio balancing 
The implemented project scoring and cost of delay model combined with the existing business case and 
finical ROI model addresses the challenge of portfolio value maximisation. Projects with the highest revenue 
return and the score shall be selected, and the prioritisation is based on the score rankings. However not all 
projects are of the same type, it is expected that some types of projects will have lower scores.  
Although the scoring models have criteria extracted from the current business strategy, the challenge of 
project strategic alignment has not been entirely addressed. An alignment in strategy exists when: 
 Corporate strategy, vision, and mission are clearly defined and educated within the organisation 
 Technology and product roadmap should define the business initiatives, linking the business’s 
strategy and market data with the product and technology decisions 
 Based on the strategic importance of the defined product and technology roadmaps, strategic 
buckets should be implemented to formalise resource spending within the business 
 Within each bucket a screening process for project selection and prioritisation is needed, the criteria 
should be based on the defined strategic drivers 
 Projects entering into the portfolio backlog shall be sorted into the correct bucket (e.g., maintenance 
release should not be using resources from band rollout). 
Currently Tait has a well-defined strategy, there is an acknowledgment that different types of project cannot 
be compared against, and a scoring model based on strategic drivers for project selection and prioritisation 
has been implemented, but the levels in between are missing.  
Unfortunately, Tait’s greatest weakness is in portfolio balancing. Currently there is little to no knowledge 
about how to go about balancing the portfolio, but this must be investigated.  
At the end of the day, these goals are not easy to achieve and fundamentally they are related to the 
business strategy. Maximising the value of the portfolio is meaningless unless the value is measured in 
terms of the company’s goal and these goals should contribute towards the implementation of the strategy. 
Strategy needs to define what the ideal balance of the portfolio should be, so the portfolio mix also needs to 
align with strategy, else the task becomes meaningless. 
A balanced portfolio could be any of the following but should be defined by the SMT or executive board 
(who defines the strategy): 
 Balance between short-term and long-term projects 
 Budget adjustment as time progress 
 Balance between risk and reward 
 Supply versus market project 
 Development versus research 
As PMO establishment is a long-term strategy, if Tait wishes to drive for continuous improvement in the 
area of project selection and prioritisation, the above issues must be addressed in order to improve the 
PMO capability and maturity. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following sections are recommendations offered to Tait if they wish to continue the progress of the 
proposal in order to close the remaining identified knowledge gaps to achieve the optimal portfolio. These 
recommendations are given in the order of priority that should be implemented and with explanations of 
what and why it is recommended, how to go about solving the problem, and who should be responsible for 
driving the tasks. 
6.1 Establishing Strategic Buckets  
It is recommended that Tait should establish strategic buckets to make a forced split of resources across 
different project types such as a maintenance release, band rollout, and new product development. The 
benefit of having strategic buckets is to ensure that the money spent mirrors the business strategy and 
priorities, but at the same time assists with resource allocation. 
Currently the PMO is responsible for presenting resource allocation plan to the STM. The “2013 project 
priority plan” has changed frequently; the root cause comes from SMT not able to decide on where resource 
should be spent.  
This is non-ideal because for every priority change, the resource allocation plan also needs to be redone. 
Impact analysis would be required, and this requires consideration of the total portfolio. There are other lost 
such as context switching cost; when staffs are asked to move from one project to another. 
By establishing strategic buckets, this will force the SMT into formulating a formal guideline for where 
resource shall be spent. Priority changes should be applied only within each bucket so the impact on the 
overall portfolio shall be limited within the buckets that have been changed. Not only does this solve the 
problem addressed above, but at the same time it will allow decision makers to compare apples with apples. 
Currently it is difficult to compare a business sustaining project against an innovation project.  
It is expected that project priority would change, but under normal circumstances a priority change should 
only be triggered by new projects entering the portfolio pipeline (needing resource), or any unforeseeable 
events (e.g., project delay or emerging opportunity). This change should be reviewed regularly rather than 
frequently the difference is distinctive. Regularly means there is a cadence everything is controlled and 
planned within the process, whereas frequent means uncontrolled.  
The following are guidelines on how Tait could go about establishing strategic buckets: 
 Define the business strategy and goals because the size of the buckets shall reflect the strategic 
priorities of the business 
 Benchmark with best-in-class business within the same industry to get an indication of where the 
money should be spent 
 Identify where resource were spent previously because these historic splits indicates where the 
business’s core competency lies 
 Measure the productivity of projects to understand which business group, project type, market 
segment is most profitable to the business  
These guidelines should assist Tait with formulating strategic buckets. Although establishing strategic 
buckets should be the SMT’s role and decision, it is recommended that the PMO should do the above and 
present a recommendation plan on what the ideal buckets should be. The SMT should try and challenge 
this recommendation, and then make the appropriate changes as required. 
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6.2 Scoring Model Improvements 
Tait should improve the current scoring model by tailoring the key drivers and anchored questions specific 
for: 
 Gates in the current Project Lifecycle Framework 
 Different types of the project (identified from strategic buckets in Section 6.1)  
Some of the current drivers are not applicable for certain types of projects. For example, one should not ask 
what the competitive advantage is for a maintenance release project because it enhances features (usually 
for catching up to the competitors). Also in the current Project Life Cycle Framework, depending on the 
stage of the project, the SMT has different considerations or focuses on different information. 
 At Decide to Start Project - identifying project scope is critical; the focus is on market dynamics, 
customer knowledge, and opportunity enablement  
 At Decision to Investigate – understanding the effort required is critical hence the focus is on 
identifying and assessing knowledge gap (technical feasibility) and understanding core competency 
 At Decision to Invest – strong focus on financial investment and portfolio impact, most identified 
knowledge gaps should be closed, and a business case with financial ROI model must be 
established  
The current scoring model addresses all these key factors, but it needs to be more adapted for individual 
decision point. At Decision to Investigate, there will be no assessment on financials (ROI model). The only 
knowledge on financial benefits would be the estimated sales forecast. As a result, the key factor “Financial 
Benefit” should be broken into two “Potential Sales” and “Investment Required” to cover the costs of the 
project. Financial benefits need to weight higher than the other driver and be broken-down into NPV, IRR, 
payback period, and risk at the decision to invest.  
These weightings should differ at different decision points, and potentially not all questions need to be 
addressed depending on the project type (e.g. sustainable project that keeps the business running would 
not contribute towards competitive advantage). The project type should be identical to what has been 
implemented for the strategic bucket. The idea is projects are to be placed in the correct bucket first, and 
then a scoring model for the corresponding bucket needs to be filled out.  
This task should be driven by the PMO personnel who is the owner of the project scoring model. Assistance 
from marketing, finance, and engineering & supply chain will be required in order to refine the drivers at a 
later maturity. 
6.3 Portfolio Balance 
Tait needs to consider balancing the portfolio, this could be simply a balance between risk versus return, 
ease versus attractiveness, and by project or market types. 
This is important because managing risk in the project portfolio is treated like a financial investment where 
diversity is the essence of risk management. If attaining the correct risk profile in the portfolio is the 
business’s objective, then the balance of the risk and reward should be an important dimension of the 
portfolio balance.  
However, portfolio balance is highly subjective if done without a strategic direction. Unfortunately, there are 
no in-depth researches available in this area to study from, so no further recommendations can be given. 
However the following tasks are recommended for Tait as a starting point towards addressing the problem: 
 Investigate into the current project spending (have a breakdown) within the business, plot the 
projects spending and risk using portfolio maps, this helps with understanding the current financial 
balance 
 Defining the objectives for portfolio balance (needs input from the SMT), decide on long term versus 
short term investment, market segments, business groups, or effort versus return 
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It is recommended that the PMO should be in charge with establishing the balance while the SMT provides 
the balance ratio. 
6.4 Cost of Delay Improvements 
Tait needs to improve the cost of delay model to understand the relationship between technology and 
market. 
Currently the cost of delay model only works for competitive products, there is a need for a better estimate 
or measure in the cost of delay. One solution would be to profile other types of cost of delay shapes (e.g., 
similar to the customer specific and monopoly-like). The “technology adoption life cycle” needs to be 
considered because depending on where the product sits on the bell curve, different demographic profile 
has different spending behaviours. This will affect the sales and affect the magnitude of the “product 
revenue life cycle” model. The cost of delay is also product type dependent, typical life cycle of a portable or 
mobile radio is 5-7 years, whereas base stations have a longer life cycle, typically 10-15 years. 
The following tasks need to be investigated in order to make the implementations: 
 Understand the relationship between the “product life cycle” profile and the “technology adoption life 
cycle” dynamics 
 Identify Tait’s current product line and understand it's product life cycle in relation to the above 
This task of understanding the product and technology life cycle should be in charge by the marketing 
department, whereas building the model should be driven by the finance department. 
6.5 Manage the Portfolio Process Flow  
Furthermore in recent studies there have been many discussions on the process flow of product 
development, with evidence of how many organisations are pursuing the wrong goals. 
“They carefully break processes into phases and gates, and wonder why things slow down instead 
of speeding up (Reinertsen, 2009).” 
The author has suggested optimising the flow of the product development process in order to eliminate 
invisible and unmeasured queues that undermine all aspect of product development performance.  
Hidden queues are the biggest enemy in product development because they are often poorly managed, and 
they have the potential to be much better managed. From an economical perspective queues increase the 
product development cycle time, riskiness of the product, variability and cost of the development process, 
reduces product quality and creates negative psychological effects (Reinertsen, 2009).  
Usually queues in product development are physically and financially hidden because it is not a physical 
object but information. As a result, inventory could double overnight in an engineering department, and no 
one would see a change in physical appearance. This same principle should be applied at the portfolio 
level, and it is recommended that Tait should review the current product development process to identify 
hidden queues and eliminate them if possible. 
An example of where to begin would be to select a project that has been completed and apply the value 
stream mapping analysis on all processes in the portfolio pipeline. A difference in planned versus actual in 
process time, additional rework loops, or any non-value added time in  any process would require further 
investigation. If the planned versus actual lead time is different, the upstream process will also need 
investigation. Effectively this is identifying hidden queues in the product development process. The next 
step is to apply root cause analysis to understand the cause behind the differences and then to eliminate 
the problem that is creating the queue. 
This task would require collaboration across all functional groups in the business, and is expected to be a 
long term task. 
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6.6 General Recommendations  
Additionally, the following are general recommendations for the business based on the researcher’s 
observations: 
 The product and technology roadmaps need to better alignment with the current market dynamics, 
and there is potential for better collaboration between the PMO and technologist (or architecture) 
who implements the roadmaps 
 Although Tait has well defined strategies, but not many people within the organisation understand 
clearly what the business strategy means there needs to education and more awareness about the 
business strategy 
 There is a mentality for engineers wanting to implement the “best” or “coolest” features rather than 
the minimal viable feature, education around how their work effects the business is required 
 Tait needs to migrate its current customers from the analog/conventional to either P25 or DMR 
platform as soon as possible in order to drop support for legacy products to free up resources that 
do not contribute towards implementing current business strategy 
 Do not trust a single financial metric when prioritising projects, traditional NPV incorrectly penalised 
some types of projects such as those driving to achieve strategic goals but with low return. 
Table 6 below is a summary of all the recommendations made for Tait if they wish to continue the progress 
of the proposal. 
Table 6: Summary of the recommendations made 




For every priority change, the resource allocation plan also needs to 
be redone. Impact analysis would be required, and this requires 






Some of the current drivers are not applicable for certain types of 
projects. For example, one should not ask what the competitive 
advantage is for a maintenance release project because it enhances 
features (usually for catching up to the competitors).  
In the current Project Life Cycle Framework, depending on the stage 
of the project, the SMT has different considerations or focuses on 
different information. 
PMO 
3 Balance the portfolio 
Managing risk in the project portfolio is treated like a financial 




Improve the cost of 
delay model 
Improve the cost of delay model to understand the relationship 






Hidden queues are the biggest enemy in product development 
because they are often poorly managed, and they have the potential 
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7. RETROSPECTIVE  
The following is an after action review for the project and a reflection on the researchers personal growth. 
7.1 Project After Action Review (AAR) 
The after action review analyses what happened, what went well, and how it can be done better for next 
time. 
7.1.1 Identifying Industry Best Practice 
What was planned 
Originally the project aim was to investigate and analyse how the Agile and Lean frameworks can be 
applied to portfolio management in order to support the PMO. Using the information obtained, then 
implement and provide a framework for ensuring Tait maximizes revenue delivery. 
Literature research was scheduled for two weeks at the start of the project in order to have a clear vision 
and understanding of how the industry goes about addressing this problem. 
What really happened 
The process of literature research took longer than expected, without the understanding of portfolio 
management it was difficult to understand how Agile and Lean framework could be applied.  
Research on the agile and lean framework was conducted for a week at first, but soon it was discovered 
that there was knowledge lacking in the area of portfolio management. As a result, two more weeks were 
spent on understanding portfolio management. By the end of the literature research, it became clear that 
Tait’s current PMO maturity level was not ready for Agile and Lean.  
Based on the result of research and requested from the stakeholders, the project aim was changed to 
focusing on project selection and prioritisation. This change was because the stakeholders wished to 
concentrate the project on a single aspect of the portfolio management, one that Tait was lacking.  
What went well and why 
Conducting the literature research first in the project was useful because it allowed the researcher to have a 
wider look and understanding of the project.  
Early communication with key stakeholders was important because they are the ones with first-hand 
experience with the problem. This also helped with narrowing the project focus to a manageable level. 
What can be improved and how 
Sometimes literature research may be under estimated, it is recommended to schedule enough time to 
conduct one properly. This is beyond just reading articles, conference papers, and books, it is also 
important to talk to the people who are experienced in this field. These people will give the first-hand 
experience to the problem. At the end of the literature research the project aim should be reviewed, by now 
one should have a clearer understanding and view of the project. 
7.1.2 Identify the Knowledge Gaps 
What was planned 
To understand Tait’s current PMO process, by comparing with the identified industry “best practice” studied 
in the literature research. The source information to used is expected to be the process documentation. 
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What really happened 
Again it took longer than expected, there were multiple sources of truth (many documents describe the 
same process or framework, but had different information in it) making it difficult to comprehend. However, 
most of the time had been spent on speaking with the stakeholders and those who were familiar with the 
current process or problem instead. 
What went well and why 
Communications with the stakeholders and process owners was proven to be beneficial. Rather than 
reading the countless documents on the current framework or straight away jumping into the problem, by 
speaking to these people the question “why” was answered. The question “why” was often repeated until 
the problem got to a low level when there is an indication of what the root cause to the problem was. This 
was important because it correctly addresses the real problem. 
While speaking to these people, another question was usually asked, “who knows”. This help identified the 
people or audience that the project should be focusing on, furthermore promotes knowledge reuse. The 
worst case scenario would be to come up with a solution that someone else already had, one should not re-
invent the world but to utilise what is already made.  
What can be improved and how 
Having multiple sources of truth was non-ideal, there was a lot of time wasted trying to understand what the 
truth was. There is a Tait-Hub available that is fully capable of storing critical knowledge and information, 
this system should be used to formalise standards and documentation in the future.  
7.1.3 Close the Knowledge Gaps 
What was planned 
To close the identified knowledge gaps by proposing and implementing an adapted framework or process to 
address the problem of project selection and prioritisation  
What really happened 
Not all of the identified knowledge gaps could be closed, this was because a lot of the identified knowledge 
gaps were related to strategy which should be implemented by the SMT or executive board and was out of 
the researcher’s authority.  
There was insufficient time to consider all these knowledge gaps, making the scoring model for solving the 
selection and prioritisation problem turned out to be a very long process. There was a clear failure in 
estimating the time it would take per task because communication had been taken too lightly. Repetitive 
communication between the stakeholder and those influenced by the work was needed in order to improve 
the model and process. 
What went well and why 
Again having strong communications was useful because this ensures that the problem the project is trying 
to solve is what the stakeholder thinks it is; hence there shall be no surprises. Communications with those 
who are closest or will be influenced by the problem allowed the researcher to stimulate their knowledge by 
asking questions and observing how they interact with the problem. This was a really valuable contribution 
and helped with the learning cycle because a conversation with a person at the ground level is better than 
reading documents (theories). 
What can be improved and how 
During the phase of building the model, too much time was spent in trying to make the ideal model.  As 
discussed, the real value came from the communication. This development process should be time boxed 
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to prevent one from spending an over amount of effort in the development. Lastly one must remember “all 
models are wrong - some are useful!” said by the industrial statistician George Box.   
7.2 Personal Reflection & Growth 
Taking a look back at the implementation of the project, the following section discusses the researcher’s 
personal growth for this project.  
7.2.1 Drive for Simplicity 
Driving for simplicity is something that the business world is striving for, there is beauty in simplicity, but 
simplicity is extremely difficult to achieve. Simplicity does not mean the problem is easy to solve, laptops are 
easy to use and extremely useful to be able to carry them around yet they are also extremely complex to 
make. Turning something that is extremely complex into something easy to use takes a lot of effort and 
critical thinking.  
Within the context of communicating ideas or explaining work to senior executives, there needs to be 
simplicity too. It is important to get straight to the point and be concise, they are busy people who do not 
have the time to read through long documents. Visual graphics from experience are excellent tools for 
assisting in explaining or understanding ideas. This is an import skill set, and there is as much science in 
presentation and communication as there is to understanding the theories taught in the textbooks.  
7.2.2 There Is No Perfect Solution  
As an engineer releasing a product or feature that is incomplete or non-tested is unacceptable, the 
researcher has made the mistake of spending a long time on trying to implement the “perfect solution”. The 
options for the researcher was simple either have a perfect solution or have nothing.  
However, this is soon discovered as the wrong attitude because if a “perfect solution” exists then 
businesses now days would not be striving for continuous improvement. What is there to improve if it is 
perfect? At the end of the day, there is no right or wrong answer when solving portfolio management 
challenges. Regardless of which portfolio methodology is used, it is clear that companies who deploy a 
formal portfolio approach of any method will out perform those that do nothing. 
7.2.3 Knowledge Transfer Is Important 
Another lesson learnt was during the development for the cost of delay model. The researcher began by 
implementing a complex (high maturity) yet accurate model for measuring the cost of delay. However it was 
soon discovered upon feedback that not many people understood the model or even the concept of cost of 
delay. 
Later the researcher made a simpler model, and then people began to understand the concept. This is 
when the researcher realised that something basic that might not be correct can still add value because it 
stimulates discussion, interest, and feedback. More importantly throughout these discussions people start to 
learn about the concept and model and become engaged in the development process.  
Starting with something basic is beneficial as it promotes collaboration and engagement throughout the 
development and is a powerful method for knowledge transfer. The model and knowledge within the people 
using the model needs to grow together. 
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ABSTRACT 
Selecting the right project is critical for an organization's success because the resource is limited. From an 
economics perspective, the loss in opportunity for an organization in doing the wrong project is expensive. 
This investment can be used for doing the right project for achieving competitive advantage and 
implementing business strategies. As a result, there are many frameworks with techniques and tools 
available in the literature for assisting organisations in project selection and prioritisation. All techniques or 
tools have their own advantages and disadvantages and these frameworks do not fit “one for all”. The 
framework can be business specific; therefore it is necessary to understand what the targeted industry 
considers as the “best practice”. Based on this finding, use what is appropriate to the current environment 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
For the last decade organizations have been striving for methods of implementing their corporate strategies 
through projects (Srivannaboon & Milosevic, 2006). Projects under implementation often had no linkage to 
the business strategies and goals. As a result, selecting the right projects and the right mix of projects for 
the portfolio becomes a critical mission for many organizations.  
Literature shows that there are more than one hundred tools and techniques that can help organisations in 
selecting projects in the portfolio (Ghasemzadeh, Archer, & Iyogun, 1999). Survey has shown that most 
organisations apply a number of different tools and techniques rather than relying on a single technique 
(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). 
Regardless of the number of tools and techniques available, many organisations are still lacking in having a 
formal process or framework for project selection and prioritisation. As a result, many researchers and 
practitioners are attracted to develop a selection framework or process to address the problem of project 
selection and prioritisation (Gardiner, 2005) (Englund & Graham, 1999). 
1.2 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this project is to address the problem of project selection and prioritisation in the project portfolio 
in order to achieve a successful implementation of business strategy while maximising revenue delivery. 
The objective of this literature research is to learn how the project selection and prioritisation works and 
identify what the industry considers as the “best practice”. 
1.3 Research Scope 
Portfolio Management is a broad topic, for the duration of this thesis only project selection and prioritisation 
shall be discussed and investigated. Topics such as competitors, market analysis, technology, innovation 
and risk are expected to be covered only in the context of project selection. Other topics such as resource 
management, capacity management, and demand management will not be discussed.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most organisations typically have too many projects, much more than their resource permits, hence doing 
the right project is critical to the organisation’s success. This is more than simply selecting projects 
individually but rather looking at a selection of projects (referred as a Portfolio). 
According to the Project Management Institution: 
“A portfolio is a collection of projects or programs and other work that is group together to facilitate 
effective management of that work to meet strategic business objectives.” (PMI, 2004) 
This concept supports the foundation of this thesis, “Portfolio Management”  
2.1 Project Management Office 
The establishment of a Project Management Offices (PMO) is an effort to oversee the operation of portfolio 
management. The PMO role is to define and maintain standards for project management and to provide a 
source of documentation, guidance, metrics and framework for the practice within an organisation. 
Beyond establishing standards and methodology, PMO’s are also actively participated in strategic project 
management as a facilitator or as the owner of the portfolio management system.  
Establishments of PMO have become increasingly popular for many large organisations because it 
provides: 
 A structure for selecting the most notable projects 
 A system and process for recognizing avoiding the implementation of "wrong" projects  
 Reduction in wasteful spending, by placing resources where they matter most 
 Improvement for project mix and portfolio quality 
 Linkage between the portfolio decisions to the organisation’s strategic goals  
 Guidelines for making rational decisions 
2.1.1 Maturity Model 
Establishing a PMO is considered as a long-term and difficult task. It is not a task that can be achieved in a 
short time and is often viewed as a strategic driver for achieving organisational excellence (P3M3, 2006).  
There are many different maturity models that can be used to describe a PMO’s functionality and capability 
as business’s driver for continuous improvements. Surveys with companies indicate that PMO who have 
been operating for a long time (at high maturity) have better project management capabilities. (Intrinsic 
Management, 2012). 
According to the Portfolio, Program & Project Management Maturity Model, the maturity model shown in 
Figure 1 can be used as the basis for improving portfolio, program and project management process 
(P3M3, 2006). In this model, there are five levels of maturity within the PMO: 
 Initial – the organisations count’s on the skills of individual project managers, there is no formal 
structure or process to govern standards and procedures for project management 
 Repeatable – there is recognition for the need to introduce project management methods 
 Defined – there is recognition for the requirement to have consistencies in process, policies, 
standards, and the methodology used 
 Managed – instilled project management practices, and realization of outcomes and benefits 
 Optimized – drive for continuous improvements 
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Figure 1: PMO maturity level overview (P3M3, 2006) 
2.2 Project Portfolio Selection & Prioritisation 
The following has been identified as requirements that must be met when selecting projects in order to 
achieve the optimal portfolio (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002):  
 Alignment with corporate strategy to ensure that the final portfolio of projects is strategically aligned 
and accurately reflects the business’s strategy 
 Maximising the value of the portfolio to make sure the projects are profitable to support the day to 
day operation of the business and fulfil its obligations to the customers, community, and employees 
 Balancing the portfolio to achieve a desired balance of projects in terms of a number of parameters 
such as risk versus benefits, long term project versus short term projects, technology, and market 
A successful project portfolio can ultimately be judged through its ability in sustaining competitive 
advantage. Nevertheless, it is not easy to achieve the optimal project portfolio in reality. Literature shows 
that projects often have conflicts in objectives; some are tangible, and some are intangible.  
There is a high uncertainty associated with project costs and risk hence balancing the portfolio can be 
extremely subjective. Often portfolio balance requires the senior managements input in defining the 
business strategy followed by setting the objective of the balance.  
Lastly comparison of a project to another project becomes difficult when projects are highly inter-
independent. 
2.3 Portfolio Management Framework 
A systemic approach is needed to address the above requirements to ensure for the successful selection of 
the right project portfolio(s).  
Most frameworks discussed in the literature studies were originally designed for a target industry; hence 
frameworks are industry dependent. The following is what the industry considers as the “best practice”, but 
note that the most successful business has adapted best practices and created signature processes to 
remain unique in order to sustain their competitive advantage. 
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2.3.1 Stage-Gate 
The Stage-Gate framework is an industry standard for managing new product development. Many 
companies’ project or product development follows similarly to this development. The concept is that 
projects or products should go through multiple stages of development in the product development life cycle 
as shown in Figure 2. 
Gate 1 Stage 1 Gate 2 Gate 3 Gate 4 Gate 5Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5













Figure 2: Stage Gate Framework (Stage-Gate International, 2012) 
The goal at each individual stage is different, and between stages there are gates where various tools and 
techniques are used to analyse the project (as discussed previously). Based on the results of the analysis 
the senior management team would make the following decisions: 
 Go – continue with the project, move to the next stage 
 Kill – decision to terminate the project as it does not meet organization requirement 
2.4 Maximising Portfolio Value 
The primary goal of most firms studied in the literature was to maximise the value of the portfolio (namely 
profitability), and the following describe tools and techniques used to achieve this goal. 
2.4.1 Discounted Cash Flow 
Discounted Cash Flow analysis is a financial process for valuing a project, or asset using the time value of 
money (Kruschwitz & Loeffler, 2005). Most organisations now use some form of an economic model to 
handle project evaluation like a conventional investment decision. This process involves the computation of 
payback period, break-even, return on investment and discounted cash flow (DCF). The combination of 
return on Investment (ROI), net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) are common 
approaches used by the majority of organisations for profit maximisation (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 
2002). 
2.4.2 Productivity Index 
In most organisations, often the competing resource is the Engineering & Supply Chain (or Research & 
Development). At the end of the day, the top two projects may produce high NPV and utilise a lot of 
resources. This makes it impossible to undertake other less attractive but far more efficient projects than the 
top two.  
Projects that has lower NPV’s but can be done using relatively fewer resources would not pass the typical 
financial check. Productivity Index (Bang-for-Buck) should be considered when making project selection 
decisions because it takes in consideration of the about of effort required as shown in the Equation below 
(Prodex - Product Development Excellence, 2012). 
 
                    
      
     
   
   
           
   
   
                
 
Equation 1: Productivity Index 
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2.4.3 Expected Commercial Value 
The expected commercial value (ECV) method as shown in Figure 3 seeks to maximise the expected value 
or expected commercial worth of the project subject to a certain budget constraints (Cooper, Edgett, & 
Kleinschmidt, 2002). Unlike the NPV method, this takes into consideration that not all project will be 





















Figure 3: Expected Commercial Value (ECV) 
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Equation 2: Expected Commercial Value Formula 
It is clear that this model favour certain types of projects: 
 Projects that are closer to launch 
 Projects that have relatively small investment left to spend on  
 Projects with a higher likelihood of success 
 Projects that have higher streams of earnings 
 Projects that have less of the constraining resource 
However, its weakness is the heavily reliance on financial and other quantitative data, and possible errors in 
probability estimates. Many argue that estimating the probability of success may be highly subjective.  
2.4.4 Scoring Model 
One of the most common approaches is to implement a scoring model. Projects are rated based on a list of 
criteria typically fro 1-5 or 0-10 scales with anchor phrases. These criteria should be well thought out and 
designed to meet the organisations business objectives (Sward, 2006). A project attractiveness score can 
be calculated by summing across scores for all criteria. This scoring model can be used to make the go or 
kill decision at the, and for project prioritisation. 
Table 2 below is an example of the most common criteria derived from various researches based on Dr 
Cooper interview with organisations (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). 
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Table 1: Project Scoring Model Example 
 Rating Scale  
Key Items 0 4 7 10 Rating 











with our … 
 
Product & Competitive Advantage      
Market Attractiveness      
Leverages Core Competencies      
Technical Feasibility      
Financial Reward vs. Risk      
 
However extremely often there are arguments about the final rating, one common problem that has been 
identified is that not all criteria are weighted or worth equal amount in value, e.g. “Strategic Alignment” and 
“Financial Reward” may be the two strongest measures.  
There are other methods of scoring project such as using a work break down structure based on metrics or 
drivers that generate business value shown in Figure 4. 
Total Project Score
70 of 100 points
Project Deliverable
30 of 40 points
Value to the 
Organization
40 of 60 points
Total Cost
5 of 10 points
Duration
5 of 8 points
Scope
10 of 12 points
Quality
10 of 10 points
Financial
20 of 24 points
Strategic
20 of 36 points
ROI
6 of 8 points
Payback Period
4 of 4 points
Cost-Benefit Ratio
10 of 12 points
Competitive Issues
4 of 6 points
New Business 
Issues 
10 of 12 points
Capability 
Improvement
6 of 18 points
 
Figure 4: Work Breakdown Structure Project Scoring 
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2.5 Balanced Portfolio  
It is vital to have a well-balanced portfolio, having too many small projects with short-term strategy or vision 
is poor. Frequently projects are receiving a disproportionate amount of resources, far greater than what is 
considered or seem as reasonable in comparison to the amount of opportunity or financial benefit it can 
bring to the business. 
As a result, it is necessary to look at the portfolio as a whole because selecting individual projects that are 
returning the greatest NPV may not be perfect. Sometimes the opportunities from doing a group of related 
project are far greater. It is not about what one can do, but instead what a system can do. 
2.5.1 Boston Consulting Group Matrix 
The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) matrix is a chart that was created to help business with analysing their 
product lines. This matrix is commonly used as an analytical tool in marketing, product, strategic 
management, and portfolio analysis. The chart is a representation of a business units or products rank on 
the basis of their respective market shares and growth rates (Expert, 2011). The matrix can be divided into 
four distinct sectors: 
 Stars are products with high market share and high growth 
 Cash Cows are products with high market share in an industry that has slow growth 
 Question Marks are products with low market share but high growth 
 Dogs are products with low market share in a mature industry that has slow growth 
 
Figure 5: BCG Matrix (Value Based Management, 2012) 
2.5.2 Risk-Reward Bubble Diagram 
Risk-Reward bubble diagram (or portfolio map) is a project-mapping tool recently developed based on the 
concepts of BCG matrix. This tool is mainly used for resource allocation (i.e. they are not decision making 
models). The risk-reward diagram is a measure of project earnings and benefits and the associated 
uncertainty and risk. With the two dimensions, four different quadrants can be used to describe projects: 
 Pearls - high chance of success and high rewards 
 Oysters –high payoff, but low probability of technical success 
 Bread and Butter high success probability but low reward 
 White Elephant – low success and low reward  
The size of the bubble or circle is the resource allocation of each individual project.  
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Figure 6: Risk vs. Reward Bubble Diagram (Robert, 2001)  
 
2.5.3 Bubble Diagram Variants 
There are many other variants of bubble diagrams that are commonly used in many PMO. Table 2 below 
shows a list of the top 7 bubble diagrams commonly used in the industry from high to low popularity. 
 
Table 2: Commonly used Bubble Diagrams (Cooper & Edgett, 2005) 
Rank Type of Chart Axis #1 By Axis #2 % 
1 Risk Vs. Reward 
Reward: NPV, IRR, 
benefits after years of 
launch; market value 
by 
Probability of Success 
(technical, commercial) 
44.4 
2 Newness Technical Newness by Market Newness 11.1 
3 Ease Vs. Attractiveness Technical Feasibility by 
Market Attractiveness (growth 
potential, consumer appeal, 




Our Strengths Vs. 
Project Attractiveness 
Competitive Position 
(our relative strengths) 
by 
Project Attractiveness (market 
growth, technical maturity, 
years to implementation) 
11.1 
5 Cost Vs. Timing Cost to Implement by Time to Impact 9.7 
6 Strategic Vs. Benefits Strategic Focus or Fit by 
Business intent, NPV, financial 
fit, attractiveness 
8.9 
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2.6 Project Alignment with Corporate Strategy  
The goal to maximize the value of the portfolio is meaningless unless the value is measured in terms of a 
company goal, and that goal is articulated as part of the business strategy. Risk balance task may be 
meaningless unless senior management has a strong idea of what the ideal balance of the project should 
be, which shall be decided by strategy. 
2.6.1 Product – Technology Roadmap 
Top-Down approaches begin with the organisation defining its vision, goals, and strategy. Based on the 
defined strategy, new product initiatives, platform developments, and technology roadmaps can then be 
defined. The goal of these roadmaps is to link the business’s strategy and market data with the product and 
technology decisions. During the road mapping process, it is common that they help in revealing gaps in the 
product and technology market. It is necessary to implement roadmaps because they (The Albright Strategy 
Group, 2011): 
 Help to communicate the business, technology, product plans, and the direction the product lines 
are heading to the development team, corporate management, customers, and suppliers 
 Help the development team in making sure the technologies and capabilities will be ready in time to 
support the implementation of the business strategy 
 Help the team better explain to the customers and suppliers about the direction of the business, in 
return the customers and suppliers can then use this information for their own planning process, 
essentially it becomes a framework for partnership and direction setting 
 Allow for strategic use of technology across several product lines through the sharing of roadmaps 
to find common needs and capabilities that can be leverage through cross road mapping 
2.6.2 Strategic Bucket 
After the product and technology roadmaps are established, the SMT can then make a forced split of 
resources across different dimensions (e.g., by product line, technology, market or project type) as shown in 
Table 3 (Chao & Kavadias, 2008).  
Table 3: Project Selection Using Strategic Bucket 
New Product Line A 
Target Spend: $8M 
New Product Line B 
Target Spend: $18.5M 
Maintenance A & B 
Target Spend: $2.5M 
Cost Reduction 
Target Spend $5M 
Project A 4.1 Project B 2.2 Project C 1.2 Project D 1.9 
Project E 2.1 Project F 4.5 Project G 0.8 Project H 2.4 
Project I 1.7 Project J 2.3 Project K 0.7 Project L 0.7 
Project M 0.5 Gap = 9.5 Project N 1.5 Project O 1.4 
 
From these splits are created buckets, and then projects can then be shorted listed into the appropriate 
buckets (category) and then rank-ordered within the buckets until the spending limit is reached for each 
bucket. This allows decision makers to compare apples with apples because it is difficult to compare 
business sustaining projects against an innovation projects. One project produces the funds to keep the 
business running whereas the other drives for competitive advantage in order to achieve strategic goals to 
implement a business strategy. 
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2.6.3 Strategic Alignment Index 
From a top-down approach to project strategic alignment, once strategic buckets have been allocated the 
final step would be to look at which projects are required to be undertaken in order to implement the 
established strategy. Projects selected from this method could be considered as strategic. However many 
projects begin with some form of new product or project proposal driven by opportunities bubbling up from 
anywhere in the organisation or market demand. From a bottom-up approach, a project selection process is 
required to filter these opportunities ensuring they are relevant to the business’s core competency. The best 
method is to build strategic drivers or criteria’s into the decision making process as shown in Figure 4. This 
makes sure that projects are strategically aligned with the business strategy. 
 
Table 4: Project Strategic Alignment Index  (Amaral, Antonio, Araujo, & Madalena, 2009) 
 Indicators Minimal attractiveness (P) Weight (Q) 
M1 Degree of innovation expected 2.5 20% 
M2 Risk perception 1.5 10% 
M3 










Market Clock speed 
  1.46* 100% 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
Most literatures have identified the following as requirements that must be met in order to achieve the 
optimal portfolio:  
 Alignment with corporate strategy 
 Maximising the value of the portfolio 
 Balancing the portfolio  
The majority of the company has chosen to implement some framework around or similar to the Stage-Gate 
framework. Different tools and techniques are used in the decision gates, to analyse the projects. The most 
common have been using the scoring model and financial analysis (in particular discounted cash flow 
analysis). 
Fundamentally the project selection and prioritisation is a strategic planning process. In order to achieve the 
optimal project portfolio, this would require the SMT’s and executive boards input to establish business 
strategies. 
The identified requirements are all depended on this strategy, maximising the value of the portfolio is 
meaningless unless the value is measured in terms of the company’s goal and these goals should 
contribute towards the implementation of the strategy. Strategy needs to define what the ideal balance of 
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1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 
Literature research has been undertaken in the topic of project portfolio management, the following 
requirements are identified as “best practice” when selecting projects in the portfolio:  
 Alignment with corporate strategy 
 Maximising the portfolio value 
 Balancing the portfolio 
The main focus of project strategic alignment is to ensure that the final portfolio of projects is strategically 
aligned and accurately reflects the business’s strategy. This is critical because strategy is implemented by 
projects, if projects are not aligned with strategy then they will not contribute towards the implementation of 
the strategy.  
Maximising portfolio value is just as important as project strategic alignment because if the undertaken 
projects are not profitable then there would be no funding to support day to day business operations. Hence 
the need to maximise the value of the portfolio comes from the fundamental reason that resources is limited 
in all organisation, hence utilising the resource effectively becomes fundamental. 
Like financial investment, the project portfolio also requires balancing. The balancing criteria are usually set 
by senior management in order to align with business strategy. The typical goals are to balance risk versus 
return, long versus short term benefits, time-to-completion, competitive impact and others.  
This report focuses on the implementation of a scoring model (similar to the balanced scorecard) to address 
the problem and challenges of project selection and prioritising method within the context of “alignment with 
corporate strategy”, and “maximising the portfolio value”.  
Portfolio balancing challenges cannot be addressed by the scoring model; hence it shall not be discussed in 
this document. 
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2. IMPLEMENTATION 
Many projects begin with some form of new product or project proposal driven by opportunities bubbling up 
from anywhere in the organisation or market demand. In the context of “alignment with corporate strategy”, 
from a bottom-up approach, a project selection process is required to filter these opportunities ensuring they 
are relevant to the business’s core competency. The best method is to build strategic drivers or criteria’s 
into the scoring model which shall be used in this project selection decision making process.  
In the context of “maximising the portfolio value”, the definition of value (business value) covers a broad 
field. It is beyond economic measures (e.g. financial profit) to include other forms such as customer value, 
supplier value, partner value, and employee value. Many of these are intangible that cannot be measured in 
monetary terms, the identified best practice suggests measuring and managing these forms of value 
through the use of a balanced scorecard methodology.  
The following section describes the implemented scoring model, the key drivers in this scoring model were 
developed specifically for Tait’s environment; many drivers were extracts from Tait’s business strategy 
synopsis to ensure for project strategic alignment. Below are justifications behind why the drivers were 
chosen. Depending on the stage of the project these drivers can be used for a basic screening process, 
answering yes or no at start a project, or they can be used for ranking from 0-10 at the decision to 
investigate and invest gates, or use for project prioritisation. 
2.1 Strategic Alignment & Growth 
A proposed product may have a valid market, feasible concept, competitive, and is profitable, but it may still 
make no strategic sense to offer this product. There is a need to consider if the product is strategically 
aligned with the business goal, and how does the product fit on the product and technology roadmap. Will 
the product enhance the company’s capability, will it have positive or negative impact on brand, will it 
cannibalise or improve sales of existing products and most of all will senior management support it.   
2.2 Problem & Value Delivery 
A real product or solution should solve real problems for customers by delivering true value. True value 
delivery exists when the solution addresses a real need or pain, reduces costs, generates revenue or 
improves capability or performance for the customer. A real problem is one where the customer is 
constantly struggling with that keeps them awake at night or is expected to become a real problem in the 
future. The product or solution should have a clear concept where it can solve the problem better than the 
available alternatives and shall be proven to be technically feasible. 
2.3 Customer Intimacy 
Developing customer intimacy is part of Tait’s strategy towards becoming a global leading communications 
solutions provider. This involves having a deep insight in the customers’ business with collaboration as a 
supplier to become accepted and known as a regular business partner. Customer intimacy produces a 
virtuous circle, the better the supplier understands its customers the better it is able to provide the optimal 
solution. 
Adapting the supplier's product or service towards the customer’s needs will make the customer happier, in 
return this strengthens the "intimacy" between the two parties.  
Insight into the customers’ business is beyond just knowing what they desire, rather speaking closely with 
the customers, understanding their business strategy, product and technology roadmaps, then see how Tait 
can cater to help them in implementing their strategy. 
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Lastly it is crucial to identify the real customer, they are the ones who have problem to solve, the money or 
budget to solve the problem, and are willing or authorised to spend that money.  
2.4 Addressable Market Attractiveness 
A market opportunity is real only when the market is large enough to be worth pursuing, and customers are 
willing to buy the product. It is important carefully identify where the proposed solution fits in the business 
strategy in terms of the targeted market, and segment. There needs considerations on: 
 How relevant the company’s brand is to the intended market 
 What is the size of the addressable target market 
 What is the market window this project needs to hit 
It is dangerous to venture into a market where the product may provide distinctive value, but there are not 
enough potential buyers to warrant the development of the product.  
2.5 Technology Adoption Life Cycle 
It is important to consider the technology adoption lifecycle model shown in Figure 8 because it describes 
the adoption or acceptance of the product or technology according to the targeted adopter groups (the 
customers).  
 
Figure 1: Technology Adoption Life Cycle - Crossing the Chasm (Moore, 1991) 
The process of the adoption follows similarly to the classic normal distribution bell curve. The model 
suggests that at different maturity of the technology or over the life cycle of the technology there will be 
different levels of sales based on the willingness of the different demographic people in making the 
purchase.  
The demographic and psychological profile of each adoption group described above is different, and they 
also think differently. From Tait's sales perspective, the ideal position would be to sit between early 
adopters and early majority (right after the technology has crossed the chasm). Typically in the radio 
communication industry most customers do not want to test new products or technologies. Launching after 
the technology has crossed the chasm would still allow the business to capture the majority of the market 
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2.6 Competitive Advantage 
A successful product should be competitive in the sense that innovation in the solution or the way it is 
offered will differentiate the business from its competitors. Ideally the solution shall be something highly 
desirable that competitors do not (and will find it hard to offer). 
However the greater the opportunity the more likely the competitors are eyeing on the product. For the 
market that is already established, incumbents will defend their position by copying or leapfrogging any 
innovations. 
 It is critical to understand the competitive environment of the product, how would the customer perceive the 
business in terms of branding, does Tait’s brand allow for this offering. Lastly can the advantage be 
sustained through intellectual property, or trade secrets? 
A “me too” product that customers cannot distinguish from competitors will usually require competition on 
price. This is not a model for building category leadership, but simply keeping the business running. 
2.7 Leverages Core Competency 
It is important to understand if the product can leverage the business’s core competency; this is in the 
context of technology related to the company. If the answer is yes, the product is most likely being easier to 
implement compare to an answer no. More importantly when the answer is a no, it may be an indication that 
the project needs careful consideration to ensure the business is not moving away from its core competency 
or at the same time it may be an opportunity for  potential expand or diversification (within focus). 
2.8 Technical Feasibility 
The product may be great, but it is important to understand if it is technically feasible to produce and 
manufacture the product. From the decision to start a project to the decision to invest it is important that 
critical knowledge gaps are identified and closed as much as possible. This is also a translation to project 
technical risk, the more gaps there are unfilled, the higher the technical risk exists in the project. 
2.9 Financial Benefits 
The project is only worth doing if there are strategic value and financial benefits for the company. It is 
important to consider if the solution will be profitable with an acceptable risk. The key metrics for financial 
benefits are NPV, IRR, and payback period. 
2.10 Business Opportunity Enablement 
In the radio communications industry, sometimes by offering some small enchantment may allow Tait to 
enter into new markets or address new customers. Identifying the compelling reason for Tait to go ahead 
with the proposed project is important, one of the considerations should be to see if this project or product 
allows Tait to access new customers that were impossible before. 
As a communications solutions provider, it is important to provide several forms of radio communication in 
order to expand the business opportunities. For example, expectations today are beginning to go beyond 
the basic voice and data. Customers are beginning to see how intelligent applications could make a 
difference in increasing their productivity. It is opportunities like this that could help Tait capture new 
customers. Being first to these markets would give Tait great business opportunities to capture new 
customers. 
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3. TESTING 
The scoring model was put into the test, eight projects were selected, and the project managers were asked 
to fill out this scoring model in order to rate their project. The value of doing this task was not only to gather 
the final project ranking but to sell this tool and get feedbacks on its potential usage or improvements.  The 
results are shown in Table 1 below. 








































































































































































































Project A 10 10 7 7 10 7 10 7 10 7 85 
Project B 7 10 10 7 10 6 4 8 6 10 78 
Project C 10 10 10 10 4 4 10 7 7 4 76 
Project D 7 7 7 7 7 10 7 7 7 7 73 
Project E 10 7 10 7 7 4 10 7 7 4 73 
Project F 7 4 7 7 10 4 10 10 7 4 70 
Project G 7 7 7 7 4 2 7 10 10 7 68 
Project H 7 7 4 8.5 7 0 10 7 7 7 64.5 
 
Throughout this process,  the scoring model has gone through many revisions of refinement. One of the 
major feedback had been that not all the drivers are weighted equally.  
Factors such as customer intimacy are really important to Tait. As a solutions provider not only does the 
business need to have a deep customer domain understanding, but also need to be aware of any active 
influence related to the customers industry environment.   
As Tait currently holds 2% of market share, in order to capture more market share Tait would need to offer 
innovative solutions that other competitors cannot. This raises the concern that competitive advantage 
should have a lot higher weighting and at the same time there needs to be a consideration of competitor’s 
reactions. 
One major concern is that if a project is not strategically aligned to the business there is no point in even 
rating the project. However it is still worth measuring it to demonstrate that it is not strategically align and 
explain the justification behind doing the project. 
Generally the project scoring range from 65-85, but take note those projects sitting around 75 or above are 
generally new product development were as the projects below that are maintenance release or band 
rollouts.  This is an indication that it’s difficult to compare different type of project as also to provide a 
reference of where project rating should be for a given type. 
 
Based on project managers feedback weightings were introduced to the scoring model as shown in Table 2, 
for testing purposes: 
 Competitive Advantage – 20% 
 Technical Feasibility – 10% 
 Financial Benefits -25% 
 Opportunity Enablement – 15% 
 Rest – 5% 
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Project A 10 10 7 7 10 7 10 7 10 7 8.3 
Project B 7 10 10 7 10 6 4 8 6 10 7.4 
Project C 10 10 10 10 4 4 10 7 7 4 6.5 
Project D 7 7 7 7 7 10 7 7 7 7 7.6 
Project E 10 7 10 7 7 4 10 7 7 4 6.4 
Project F 7 4 7 7 10 4 10 10 7 4 6.4 
Project G 7 7 7 7 4 2 7 10 10 7 6.9 
Project H 7 7 4 8.5 7 0 10 7 7 7 5.6 
 
It’s becoming clear that projects are beginning to move into distinctive pools. Haast, AVC, DSE, and Paging 
are all product development types and are sitting high in the 7-8’s. Although DSE got 6.5, but this was 
because the project is customer specific hence opportunity was low, and does not help achieving 
competitive advantage in the market space. For maintenance release and band rollout projects these are 
mixed in the mid 6’s. 
This raises the problem that is based on this framework, maintenance release and band roll out projects will 
have a difficult time outperforming product development projects with this model. However, if strategic 
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 Refer to: Portfolio Management – Literature Research 
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4. CONCLUSION 
If Tait wish to continue the progress of the implementation of the scoring model, then they should improve 
the current scoring model. This can be achieved by tailoring the key drivers and anchored questions more 
specific to the different decision gates in the current framework. 
In the current Project Life Cycle Framework, depending on the stage of the project the SMT have different 
considerations or focuses on different information. 
 At Decide to Start Project - identifying project scope is critical; the focus in on market dynamics, 
customer knowledge, and opportunity enablement  
 At Decision to Investigate – understanding the effort required is critical hence the focus is on 
identifying and assessing knowledge gap (technical feasibility) and understanding core competency 
 At Decision to Invest – strong focus on financial investment and portfolio impact, most identified 
knowledge gaps should be closed, and a business case with financial ROI model must be 
established  
The current scoring model addresses all these key factors, but it needs to be more adapted for individual 
decision point. At Decision to Investigate there will be no assessment on financials (ROI model), the only 
knowledge on financial benefit would be estimated sale forecast. As a result, the key factor “Financial 
Benefit” should be broken into two “Potential Sales” and “Investment Required” to cover the costs of the 
project. Financial benefits need to weight higher than the other driver and be broken-down into NPV, IRR, 
payback period, and risk at the decision to invest. Furthermore, these weightings should differ at different 
decision points, and potentially not all questions need to be addressed depending on the type of project 
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Haast 
Table 3: Haast Scoring 
Project:  Project A 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   







Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 10 
  
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 







small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 












Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 








No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 










Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 





10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 




10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  








for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 





     
Total  85 
 
 
          Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0 
 
DMR 762-870 
Table 4: DMR 762-870 Paging Scoring 
Project:  Project F 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   





Fully aligned with DMR solution focus & target market segment. 
Addresses plenty opportunities for target market sales in the US 
10% 
Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 4   
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 
insight in their 
business 
 7 
ACPUD sales commitment 




small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 













Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 
Long Product life 
cycle; great 
opportunity 




No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 
offer or copy 








Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 
our strengths & 
previous 
competencies 
 10  Build on VHF 
10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 
have technology in 
house 
 10   
10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  
payback < 1 yr 






for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 
Opens up new 
technical and 
commercial fields 
 4 May have some opportunities to expect outside of the US 
     
Total  70 
 
 Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0  
Paging 
Table 5: Paging Scoring 
Project:   Project D 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   




7   Growth is low, but allows us to target customer that we could not before 
10% 
Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 7   
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 
insight in their 
business 




small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 











Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 
Long Product life 
cycle; great 
opportunity 




No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 
offer or copy 








Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 
our strengths & 
previous 
competencies 
 7   
10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 
have technology in 
house 
 7   
10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  
payback < 1 yr 






for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 
Opens up new 
technical and 
commercial fields 
 7   
     
Total 73  
 
          Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0 
 
DSE Terminal 
Table 6: DSE Terminal Scoring 
Project:   Project C 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   




 10  Target market, region, important strategic sale 
10% 
Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 10   
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 
insight in their 
business 




small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 











Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 
Long Product life 
cycle; great 
opportunity 




No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 
offer or copy 








Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 
our strengths & 
previous 
competencies 
 10   
10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 
have technology in 
house 
 7   
10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  
payback < 1 yr 






for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 
Opens up new 
technical and 
commercial fields 
 4   
     
Total  76 
 
 Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0  
P25 TM/TP9100 R7.7 
Table 7: P25 TM/TP9100 R7.7 Scoring 
Project:   Project G 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   







Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 7 
  
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 







small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 












Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 








No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 










Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 





10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 




10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  








for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 





     
Total  68 
 
          Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0 
 
Advanced Voice Communication 
Table 8: Advanced Voice Communication Scoring 
Project:   Project B 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   







Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 10 
  
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 







small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 












Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 








No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 










Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 





10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 




10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  








for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 





     
Total  78 
 
 Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0  
TN9400 R1.0 
Table 9: TN9400 R1.0 Scoring 
Project:   Project H 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   







Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 7 
  
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 







small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 












Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 








No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 










Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 





10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 




10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  








for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 





     
Total  64.5 
 
          Project Scoring Model  Portfolio Management  1.0 
 
TB9400 VHF 
Table 10: TB9400 VHF Scoring 
Project:   Project E 
    Rating Scale     












Good alignment & 
growth support 
towards business 
strategies   







Problem & Value 
Delivery 
Delivering no value & 
does not solve any real 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value that 
solves moderate 
problems for the 
customer 
Delivering value which 
solves real problems 
that customer is 
struggling with 
Delivering value by 
solving real problems 
that keeps customer 
awake at night 
 7 
  
10% Customer Intimacy 








segment with minor 





segment with good 





segment with strong 







small or non-existent 
market, low growth 
offering no 
opportunities 




Significant market & 












Product offers no 
distinctive advantage 
Product may get a few 
good years  
Moderate Product life 
cycle good 
opportunity 








No new benefits & 
competitors can offer 
similar, or simply a 
catch up 
Marginally superior & 
limited potential; easy 
for competitors to 
copy 
Some new benefits & 
good potential; 
difficult for 
competitors to offer 
Major new benefits & 
excellent potential; 
competitors cannot 










Some opportunities to 
leverage our previous 
competencies 
Considerable leverage 
possible from previous 
competencies 
Excellent leverage of 





10% Technical Feasibility 
Low; Big K-Gap, 
Technology new to 
company 
Modest; fairly large K-
Gap, technology fairly 
new to company 
Good; small K-Gap; 
some hurdles, but 
attainable 
Straight forward; we 




10% Financial Benefits 
NPV negative 
payback > 5 years 
from starting project 
NPV positive 
payback = 4 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $5M 
payback < 3 yrs from 
starting project 
NPV > $10M &  
payback < 2yrs or  
NPV Positive &  








for business extension 
Potential for business 
diversification (with 
focus) 





     
Total  73 
 
 
